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Abstract  

Use of chronic opioid therapy for chronic noncancer pain has increased substantially. The American Pain Society and the 

American Academy of Pain Medicine commissioned a systematic review of the evidence on chronic opioid therapy for 

chronic noncancer pain and convened a multidisciplinary expert panel to review the evidence and formulate 

recommendations. Although evidence is limited, the expert panel concluded that chronic opioid therapy can be an 

effective therapy for carefully selected and monitored patients with chronic noncancer pain. However, opioids are also 

associated with potentially serious harms, including opioid-related adverse effects and outcomes related to the abuse 

potential of opioids. The recommendations presented in this document provide guidance on patient selection and risk 

stratification; informed consent and opioid management plans; initiation and titration of chronic opioid therapy; use of 

methadone; monitoring of patients on chronic opioid therapy; dose escalations, high-dose opioid therapy, opioid rotation, 

and indications for discontinuation of therapy; prevention and management of opioid-related adverse effects; driving and 

work safety; identifying a medical home and when to obtain consultation; management of breakthrough pain; chronic 

opioid therapy in pregnancy; and opioid-related polices. 

Perspective 

Safe and effective chronic opioid therapy for chronic noncancer pain requires clinical skills and knowledge in both the 

principles of opioid prescribing and on the assessment and management of risks associated with opioid abuse, addiction, 

and diversion. Although evidence is limited in many areas related to use of opioids for chronic noncancer pain, this 

guideline provides recommendations developed by a multidisciplinary expert panel after a systematic review of the 

evidence. 
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Opioid analgesics are widely accepted for the treatment of severe acute pain and chronic pain related to active cancer or 

at the end of life. In contrast, the use of chronic opioid therapy (COT, see Appendix B, Glossary) to treat other types of 

chronic pain remains controversial. Chronic pain is defined by the International Association for the Study of Pain as “pain 

that persists beyond normal tissue healing time, which is assumed to be three months.”59 Chronic pain may occur in the 

context of numerous diseases and syndromes.51, 134 For the purposes of this guideline, all chronic pain disorders 

outside of cancer pain or pain at end of life are collectively labeled “chronic noncancer pain” (CNCP). CNCP conditions, 

including common conditions such as back pain, osteoarthritis, fibromyalgia, and headache, are extremely prevalent and 

account for very large costs. For back pain alone, total health care expenditures in 2004 and 2005 were estimated at $85 

to $100 billion.75 CNCP is a leading cause of disability16, 128 and can have deleterious effects on ability to work, 

functional status and other quality of life domains. 
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There are numerous treatments for CNCP and a comprehensive assessment is needed in every case to guide therapeutic 

decision making. Some patients with CNCP are appropriate for focused therapy with a small number of modalities. 

Patients with more complex cases, including those with disabling CNCP, tend to experience better outcomes if they are 

managed using a comprehensive approach that integrates strategies to improve pain with those that address the 

functional impairment and psychosocial factors that are often associated with CNCP.88 Whether the plan of care is limited 

or is designed to be more comprehensive, opioid therapy may be a useful component of the management plan.30, 132 

However, the selection of patients for an opioid trial, and decisions about chronic opioid therapy (COT), must weigh 

potential benefits of opioids against the risk of significant harms, including a wide range of adverse effects as well as 

adverse outcomes associated with abuse (refer to Appendix B, Glossary for definition) potential. 

Opioid prescriptions have increased substantially over the last 20 years,14, 90 in part due to a growing consensus that 

opioid therapy is appropriate for some patients with CNCP.132 An increase in prescription opioid misuse (see Glossary) 

and mortality associated with opioid use has also been observed, affecting adolescent and adults of all ages.9 Clinicians 

and regulators must jointly seek a balanced approach to opioid use, acknowledging the legitimate medical need for 

opioids in some patients with CNCP, while concurrently recognizing the serious public health problem of abuse (see 

Appendix B, Glossary), addiction (see Appendix B, Glossary) and diversion (see Appendix B, Glossary), and implement 

procedures to reduce these risks. 

The American Pain Society (APS), in partnership with the American Academy of Pain Medicine (AAPM), commissioned a 

multidisciplinary panel to develop evidence-based guidelines on COT for adults with CNCP. These recommendations are 

based on a systematic evidence review also commissioned by the APS and AAPM.19 

Methods  

 

Panel Composition  

The APS and AAPM convened a multidisciplinary panel of 21 experts to review the evidence and formulate 

recommendations (see Appendix 1 for list of panel members). Two co-chairs (P.F. and G.F.) were selected by the APS 

and AAPM to lead the panel, which also included the Chair of the APS Clinical Practice Guidelines Committee (C.M.) and 

the APS Director of Clinical Guidelines Development (R.C.). 

Target Audience and Scope  

The intent of the guideline is to provide evidence-based recommendations for use of COT for CNCP in both primary care 

and specialty settings. The target audience is all clinicians who provide care for adults with CNCP, including cancer 

survivors with chronic pain due to their cancer or its treatment. Management of cancer pain, pain at end of life, acute pain, 

postsurgical pain, labor pain, or CNCP in children and adolescents is outside the scope of this guideline. Separate APS 

guidelines address management of sickle cell pain5 and cancer pain.83 

Funding and Conflicts of Interest  

Funding for the guideline was provided by the APS. The guideline was approved by the APS and AAPM, but the content 

of the guideline is the sole responsibility of the authors and panel members. All panelists were required to disclose 

conflicts of interest within the preceding 5 years at all face-to-face meetings and before submission of the guideline for 

publication, and recused themselves from votes if a conflict was present. Conflicts of interest of the authors and panel 

members are listed in Appendix 1. 

Evidence Review  

This guideline is informed by an evidence review conducted at the Oregon Evidence-based Practice Center and 

commissioned by APS and AAPM.19 The panel developed the key questions, scope, and inclusion criteria used to guide 

the evidence review. Literature searches were conducted through November 2007. Investigators reviewed 8,034 abstracts 

from searches for systematic reviews and primary studies from multiple electronic databases, reference lists of relevant 

articles, and suggestions from expert reviewers. A total of 14 systematic reviews and 57 primary studies (not included in 

previously published systematic reviews) were included in the evidence report.19 

Grading of the Evidence and Recommendations  
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The panel used methods adapted from the Grading of Recommendations Assessment, Development, and Evaluation 

(GRADE) Working Group to rate the recommendations included in this guideline.52 Each recommendation received a 

separate grade for the strength of the recommendation (strong or weak) and for the quality of evidence (high, moderate, 

or poor) (Appendix 2). In general, a strong recommendation is based on the panel's assessment that potential benefits of 

following the recommendation clearly outweigh potential harms and burdens. Given the available evidence, most 

clinicians and patients would choose to follow a strong recommendation. A weak rating is based on more closely balanced 

benefits to harms or burdens, or weaker evidence. Decisions to follow a weak recommendation could vary depending on 

specific clinical circumstances or patient preferences and values. For grading the quality of a body of evidence that 

supports a recommendation, we considered the type, number, size, and quality of studies; strength of associations or 

effects; and consistency of results among studies.52 

Guideline Development Process  

The guideline panel met in person on three occasions between September 2006 and January 2008. At the first meeting, 

the panel developed the scope and key questions used to guide the systematic evidence review. At the second meeting, 

the panel reviewed the results of the evidence review and drafted initial potential recommendation statements. In between 

the second and third meetings, panelists participated in a multi-stage Delphi process, in which the draft recommendations 

were ranked and revised. At each stage of the Delphi process, the lowest-ranked recommendations were eliminated. At 

the third meeting, the final set of recommendations and recommendation grades were finalized and approved. Although a 

two-thirds majority was required for a recommendation to be approved, unanimous agreement was achieved on all but 

two recommendations (5.2 and 5.3 each had 2 panelists voting against). After the third meeting, the guideline was written 

by various panel members and drafts distributed to the panel for feedback and revisions. Over twenty external peer 

reviewers were solicited for additional comments. After another round of revisions and panel approval, the guideline was 

submitted to the APS and AAPM Executive Committees for approval. 

The APS intends to update its clinical practice guidelines regularly. This guideline and the evidence report used to 

develop it will be reviewed and updated by 2012, or earlier if critical new evidence becomes available. 

Recommendations  

 

1. Patient Selection and Risk Stratification  

Recommendations  

 

1.1.Before initiating COT, clinicians should conduct a history, physical examination and appropriate testing, including an 

assessment of risk of substance abuse, misuse, or addiction (strong recommendation, low-quality evidence). 

 

1.2.Clinicians may consider a trial of COT as an option if CNCP is moderate or severe, pain is having an adverse impact 

on function or quality of life, and potential therapeutic benefits outweigh or are likely to outweigh potential harms (strong 

recommendation, low-quality evidence). 

 

1.3.A benefit-to-harm evaluation including a history, physical examination, and appropriate diagnostic testing, should be 

performed and documented before and on an ongoing basis during COT (strong recommendation, low-quality evidence). 

 

Proper patient selection is critical and requires a comprehensive benefit-to-harm evaluation that weighs the potential 

positive effects of opioids on pain and function against potential risks. Thorough risk assessment and stratification is 

appropriate in every case. This approach is justified by estimates of aberrant drug-related behaviors (see Appendix B, 

Glossary), drug abuse, or misuse in patients with CNCP, which range from 0% to 50%, depending on the population 

evaluated and methods used to define and identify these outcomes.57 Risk stratification pertaining to outcomes 

associated with the abuse liability of opioids—misuse, abuse, addiction and diversion—is a vital but relatively 

undeveloped skill for many clinicians.96 However, all clinicians prescribing opioids should be knowledgeable about risk 
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factors for opioid abuse and methods for assessing risk. Assessment of risks for opioid-associated adverse effects also 

should be performed, given their high prevalence.86 

A thorough history and physical examination, including an assessment of psychosocial factors and family history, is 

essential for adequate risk stratification. Implicit in the recommendation to conduct a comprehensive benefit-to-harm 

analysis is the recognition that an opioid trial may not be appropriate. Clinicians should obtain appropriate diagnostic tests 

to evaluate the underlying pain condition, and should consider whether the pain condition may be treated more effectively 

with nonopioid therapy rather than with COT. For example, COT generally would not be appropriate before a trial of an 

anticonvulsant for trigeminal neuralgia,7 a disease-modifying antirheumatic drug for rheumatoid arthritis,27 a 

corticosteroid for polymyalgia rheumatica,118 or various abortive and prophylactic therapies for migraine headache. 

Reliable evidence on methods to accurately assess the potential benefits of COT is limited. However, randomized trials 

that demonstrate the benefits of COT are most applicable to patients with moderate or more severe pain who have not 

responded to nonopioid therapies.42, 63 Presence of poorly-defined pain conditions, a likely somatoform disorder, or 

unresolved compensation or legal issues may predict poorer response to all therapies, including COT.103, 114 Although 

neuropathic and non-neuropathic pain conditions appear in general to respond similarly to COT,42, 63, 86 evidence that 

demonstrates the efficacy of COT for conditions with strong psychosocial contributors such as some types of chronic low 

back pain,74 daily headache,119 and fibromyalgia48 is sparse. There is insufficient evidence to recommend use of an 

intravenous opioid trial to predict likelihood of benefit from COT.63 

The factor that appears to be most strongly predictive of drug abuse, misuse, or other aberrant drug-related behaviors 

after initiation of COT is a personal or family history of alcohol or drug abuse.28, 35, 60, 72, 85, 111 Younger age and 

presence of psychiatric conditions are also associated with aberrant drug-related behaviors in some studies.28, 35, 60, 

84, 111 Preexisting constipation, nausea, pulmonary disease, and cognitive impairment probably predict risk for opioid-

related adverse effects, though no studies have adequately evaluated the utility of these factors for use in risk 

stratification. 

Clinicians should consider a trial of COT for CNCP when potential benefits are likely to outweigh risks, and there is no 

alternative therapy that is likely to pose as favorable a balance of benefits to harms. For example, a patient who is 60 

years old, has chronic disabling osteoarthritis pain despite nonopioid therapies, and whose history reveals no significant 

psychiatric comorbidities, major medical comorbidities, or personal or family history of drug abuse or addiction would be 

assessed as having high potential benefits from COT relative to potential risks. COT could be prescribed to this patient in 

most clinical settings with routine monitoring (see Section 5). In contrast, a patient who is 30 years old with fibromyalgia 

and recent intravenous drug abuse would have high potential risks relative to benefits. COT in this context requires 

intensive structure, monitoring, and management by professionals with expertise in both addiction medicine and pain 

medicine and should be undertaken only if risks can be adequately managed (see Section 6). The selection of patients 

between these two extremes requires careful assessment and characterization of patient risk and structuring of care to 

match risk (see Section 5). In patients with a history of substance abuse or a psychiatric comorbidity, this may require 

assistance from persons with expertise in managing pain, addiction or other mental health concerns (see Section 6), and 

in some cases opioids may not be appropriate or should be deferred until the comorbidity has been adequately 

addressed. 

Screening tools that assess the potential risks associated with COT based on patient characteristics are likely to be 

helpful for risk stratification, though more validation and prospective outcome studies are needed to understand how their 

use predicts and affects clinical outcomes. Tools that appear to have good content, face, and construct validity include the 

Screener and Opioid Assessment for Patients with Pain (SOAPP) Version 1 (Appendix 3),10 the revised SOAPP 

(SOAPP-R),12 the Opioid Risk Tool (ORT) (Appendix 4),138 and the Diagnosis, Intractability, Risk, Efficacy (DIRE) 

instrument (Appendix 5).4 DIRE is clinician-administered and is designed to assess potential efficacy as well as harms. 

The SOAPP Version 1, SOAPP-R and ORT are patient self-report questionnaires that assess risk of aberrant drug-related 

behaviors. 

2. Informed Consent and Opioid Management Plans  

Recommendations  
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2.1.When starting COT, informed consent should be obtained. A continuing discussion with the patient regarding COT 

should include goals, expectations, potential risks, and alternatives to COT (strong recommendation, low-quality 

evidence). 

 

2.2.Clinicians may consider using a written COT management plan to document patient and clinician responsibilities and 

expectations and assist in patient education (weak recommendation, low-quality evidence). 

 

Clinicians should inform patients about the risks and benefits associated with COT before initiating a trial of therapy.30 In 

patients already on COT, clinicians should periodically review risks and benefits of therapy. Patients should be counseled 

about the potential for common opioid-related adverse effects (eg, constipation, nausea, sedation) as well as other 

serious risks (eg, abuse, addiction, overdose). Potential risks of long-term or high-dose COT (eg, hyperalgesia (see 

Appendix B, Glossary), endocrinologic or sexual dysfunction) should also be discussed, though more evidence is needed 

to better understand and quantify these risks.24, 25, 73, 82 The goal of the consent process is to assist patients to make 

appropriate medical decisions that are consistent with their preferences and values. In some states, clinicians are required 

to document this discussion, though specific requirements vary.95 A sample informed consent form is shown in Appendix 

6. 

It is important for clinicians to discuss a COT management plan before initiating a course of treatment and on an ongoing 

basis while patients are on therapy.30 The COT management plan includes goals of therapy, how opioids will be 

prescribed and taken, expectations for clinic follow-up and monitoring (see Section 5), alternatives to COT, expectations 

regarding use of concomitant therapies, and potential indications for tapering or discontinuing COT, which may include 

failure to make progress toward therapeutic goals, intolerable adverse effects, or repeated or serious aberrant drug-

related behaviors.2 Patients should be counseled that opioids may be just one part of a multimodal treatment plan (see 

Section 9) to reduce pain intensity and improve quality of life, especially functional capacity. To avoid unrealistic patient 

expectations regarding likely benefits, patients should be counseled that total pain relief with COT is rare. Indeed, trials 

suggest that improvement averages less than 2 to 3 points on a 0 to 10 scale.42, 63 

Although evidence is lacking about the most effective methods to convey the COT management plan, written 

documentation can help clarify the plan with the patient, the patient's family, and other clinicians who may become 

involved in the patient's care. For patients at higher risk for misuse of opioid analgesics, use of clear written guidelines 

may be particularly helpful to reinforce expectations about the appropriate and safe use of opioids. Though the content of 

written COT management plans vary,34 provisions may include: Obtaining opioids from one prescriber, filling opioids 

prescriptions at one designated pharmacy, random urine drug screens, office visits at a specified minimum interval, use of 

pill counts, limited prescriptions (in weekly or biweekly instead of monthly amounts) and enumeration of behaviors that 

may lead to discontinuation of opioids. However, there is insufficient evidence to guide specific recommendations on 

which provisions to include. A sample COT management plan is shown in Appendix 7. 

There is increasing awareness that theft from medicine cabinets is a major source of diverted opioids. All patients should 

be encouraged to lock their medications (eg, using a medicine safe). Guidance is available on best methods for disposing 

of opioids.89 

3. Initiation and titration of COT  

Recommendations  

 

3.1.Clinicians and patients should regard initial treatment with opioids as a therapeutic trial to determine whether COT is 

appropriate (strong recommendation, low-quality evidence). 

 

3.2.Opioid selection, initial dosing, and titration should be individualized according to the patient's health status, previous 

exposure to opioids, attainment of therapeutic goals, and predicted or observed harms (strong recommendation, low-
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quality evidence). There is insufficient evidence to recommend short-acting versus long-acting opioids, or as-needed 

versus around-the-clock dosing of opioids. 

 

An initial course of treatment with opioids for CNCP should be viewed as a short-term, therapeutic trial lasting from 

several weeks to several months. The decision to proceed with COT should be intentional and based on careful 

consideration of outcomes during the trial. Outcomes to consider include progress toward meeting therapeutic goals, 

presence of opioid-related adverse effects, changes in the underlying pain condition, changes in psychiatric or medical 

comorbidities, and the identification of aberrant drug-related behaviors, addiction, or diversion (see Section 5 on 

monitoring). In most cases, the therapeutic trial includes individualization of the dose through incremental dose 

escalations, as long as no serious harms are present. In patients who experience mild or moderate opioid-related adverse 

effects, a longer trial may be indicated because some adverse effects decrease with longer exposure. Some adverse 

effects can be managed with additional therapies (see Section 8). Suspected aberrant drug-related behaviors require 

further evaluation and action (see Section 6). 

In patients who are opioid-naïve, or have modest previous opioid exposure, opioids should be started at a low dose and 

titrated slowly, to decrease risk of opioid-related adverse effects. However, there is insufficient evidence to recommend 

specific optimal starting doses and methods of dose titration. In general, opioid doses should be individualized based on 

risk for adverse outcomes and responses to therapy. Some patients, such as frail older persons or those with 

comorbidities, may benefit from more cautious initiation and titration of therapy. Short-acting opioids are probably safer for 

initial therapy since they have a shorter half-life and may be associated with a lower risk of inadvertent overdose. 

However, there is no direct evidence from randomized trials that demonstrates that any one opioid is superior to any other 

for initial therapy (see Section 4 for issues regarding methadone).17 There is also insufficient evidence to guide 

recommendations for use of short-acting versus long-acting opioids,17 or as-needed versus around-the-clock dosing. 

Proposed benefits of transitioning to long-acting opioids with around-the-clock dosing include more consistent control of 

pain, improved adherence and lower risk of addiction or abuse, though well-conducted studies have not examined these 

benefits. 

4. Methadone  

Recommendation  

 

4.1.Methadone is characterized by complicated and variable pharmacokinetics and pharmacodynamics and should be 

initiated and titrated cautiously, by clinicians familiar with its use and risks (strong recommendation, moderate-quality 

evidence). 

 

Use of methadone for CNCP has increased dramatically.15 However, few trials have evaluated benefits and harms of 

methadone for CNCP.17 In addition, a number of epidemiologic studies suggest an increased rate of methadone-

associated deaths in the United States.15, 44, 76, 91 QTc prolongation and cardiac arrhythmias may occur in patients on 

methadone, particularly at higher doses, or with concomitant use of drugs that interact with methadone or that themselves 

prolong QTc.21, 23, 68 

Clinicians who prescribe methadone should be familiar with its clinical pharmacology and associated risks. Methadone 

has a very long and highly variable half-life, which necessitates careful titration to avoid delayed adverse events, such as 

overdose. Although the half-life of methadone is usually estimated at 15 to 60 hours, in some reports the half-life is as 

high as 120 hours.71 In a patient for whom the methadone half-life is 60 hours, it would take almost 12 days on a stable 

dose of methadone to approach a steady state (5 half-lives). Methadone should therefore be started at low doses and 

titrated slowly. Based on panel consensus, a safe starting dose in most opioid-naïve patients is 2.5 mg every 8 hours, with 

dose increases occurring no more frequently than weekly. In older patients or those with renal or hepatic comorbidities, 

less frequent dosing and more cautious dose titration are recommended. 

In opioid-tolerant patients, conversion to methadone should be performed cautiously. Equianalgesic dose ratios for 

methadone relative to other opioids are variable and can range from 0.1% to 10% morphine equivalents (lower at higher 
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doses). In patients on lower doses of other opioids, safe starting doses of methadone may be similar to those used for 

opioid-naïve patients. Starting methadone doses should generally not exceed 30 to 40 mg a day even in patients on high 

doses of other opioids. Several algorithms are available for converting from other opioids to methadone, though there is 

insufficient evidence to recommend a particular method, and much of the evidence is derived from studies of patients with 

cancer.49, 69, 112 Because of its long half-life and variable pharmacokinetics, the panel recommends that methadone not 

be used to treat breakthrough pain or as an as-needed medication. 

5. Monitoring  

Recommendations  

 

5.1.Clinicians should reassess patients on COT periodically and as warranted by changing circumstances. Monitoring 

should include documentation of pain intensity and level of functioning, assessments of progress toward achieving 

therapeutic goals, presence of adverse events, and adherence to prescribed therapies (strong recommendation, low-

quality evidence). 

 

5.2.In patients on COT who are at high risk or who have engaged in aberrant drug-related behaviors, clinicians should 

periodically obtain urine drug screens or other information to confirm adherence to the COT plan of care (strong 

recommendation, low-quality evidence). 

 

5.3.In patients on COT not at high risk and not known to have engaged in aberrant drug-related behaviors, clinicians 

should consider periodically obtaining urine drug screens or other information to confirm adherence to the COT plan of 

care (weak recommendation, low-quality evidence). 

 

Clinicians should periodically reassess all patients on COT. Regular monitoring of patients once COT is initiated is critical 

because therapeutic risks and benefits do not remain static and can be affected by changes in the underlying pain 

condition, presence of coexisting disease, or changes in psychological or social circumstances. Monitoring is essential to 

identify patients who are benefiting from COT, those who might benefit more with restructuring of treatment or receiving 

additional services such as treatment for addiction, and those whose benefits from treatment are outweighed by harms. 

Insufficient evidence exists to guide precise recommendations on appropriate monitoring intervals. However, risk 

stratification (see Section 1) is useful for guiding the approach to monitoring. In patients at low risk for adverse outcomes 

and on stable doses of opioids, monitoring at least once every three to six months may be sufficient. Patients who may 

need more frequent or intense monitoring, at least for a period of time after initiation of therapy or changes in opioid 

doses, include those with a prior history of an addictive disorder, those in an occupation demanding mental acuity, older 

adults, patients with an unstable or dysfunctional social environment, and those with comorbid psychiatric or medical 

conditions. For patients at very high risk for adverse outcomes, monitoring on a weekly basis may be a reasonable 

strategy. 

Monitoring that involves regular, repeated evaluations and addresses a variety of domains is likely to be more informative 

than infrequent, narrowly focused evaluations. Although there is insufficient evidence for specific recommendations about 

how to monitor patients on COT, there is general agreement that monitoring should routinely include assessment and 

documentation of pain severity and functional ability, progress toward achieving therapeutic goals, and presence of 

adverse effects.98 In addition, clinicians should routinely carry out a thorough clinical assessment for presence of 

aberrant drug-related behaviors, substance use, and psychological issues. Because patient self-report may be unreliable 

for determining amount of opioid use, functionality, or aberrant drug-related behaviors,31, 67, 110 pill counts, urine drug 

screening , family member or caregiver interviews, and use of prescription monitoring program data can be useful 

supplements. Although evidence is lacking on the accuracy and effects on clinical outcomes of formal screening 

instruments for identification of aberrant drug-related behaviors, use of tools with strong content, face and construct 

validity, such as the PADT (Appendix 8)97, 98 and COMM (Appendix 9)11 are recommended as an efficient method of 

assessment and documentation. 
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Periodic urine drug screening can be a helpful tool to monitor patients on COT.65 Urine drug screening is likely to result in 

a higher yield in patients with risk factors for drug abuse or diversion. However, targeted (nonuniversal) urine drug 

screening will miss some proportion of patients who engage in aberrant drug-related behaviors, as predictors of such 

behaviors are relatively weak.18 Random urine drug screens may be more informative than scheduled or routine testing, 

as patients may change behaviors when they expect to be tested, though there are no studies comparing these 

approaches. Although evidence on accuracy of urine drug screening to identify aberrant drug-related behaviors or 

diversion is lacking, and no evidence exists that demonstrates that screening improves clinical outcomes, absence of 

prescribed opioids or presence of unprescribed opioids or illicit drugs can be a marker for problematic issues that would 

not be apparent without urine drug screening.67 Interpretation of urine drug screen results is a challenge, and requires an 

understanding of opioid drug metabolism, pharmacokinetics and limits of laboratory testing methods.8 In fact, urine drug 

screen results usually do not suggest a definitive course of action, but rather should be interpreted in the context of 

individual patient circumstances.55 Clinicians should consider a differential diagnosis for abnormal urine drug screen 

results, including drug abuse or addiction, self-treatment of poorly controlled pain, psychological issues, or diversion 

(which may be suggested by absence of prescribed opioids). 

6. High-Risk Patients  

Recommendations  

 

6.1.Clinicians may consider COT for patients with CNCP and history of drug abuse, psychiatric issues, or serious aberrant 

drug-related behaviors only if they are able to implement more frequent and stringent monitoring parameters. In such 

situations, clinicians should strongly consider consultation with a mental health or addiction specialist (strong 

recommendation, low-quality evidence). 

 

6.2.Clinicians should evaluate patients engaging in aberrant drug-related behaviors for appropriateness of COT or need 

for restructuring of therapy, referral for assistance in management, or discontinuation of COT (strong recommendation, 

low-quality evidence). 

 

CNCP is common in patients with suspected aberrant drug-related behaviors, psychosocial comorbidities, and history of 

substance abuse.115, 129 Use of COT is challenging in these patients because they are more vulnerable to drug misuse, 

abuse, and addiction. In some patients, such as those actively using illicit drugs, potential benefits are outweighed by 

potential risks, and COT should not be prescribed outside of highly controlled and specialized settings (such as an opioid 

treatment program with directly observed therapy). In other patients, potential benefits of COT may outweigh potential 

risks. Although evidence is lacking on best methods for managing such patients, potential risks may be minimized by 

more frequent and intense monitoring compared with lower risk patients (see Section 5), authorization of limited 

prescription quantities, and consultation or co-management with persons who have expertise in addiction or mental health 

issues. In settings where local access to specialists is limited, clinicians may need to consider alternative methods (such 

as telemedicine or web-based resources) for obtaining consultative services, though there is no evidence evaluating risks 

and benefits compared with traditional face-to-face consultation. Clinicians should also be aware of and use prescription 

monitoring programs if they are available in their area of practice, as they can help identify patients who obtain drugs from 

multiple sources.62 

The occurrence of aberrant drug-related behavior always suggests the need for re-evaluation, and perhaps a change in 

therapy. However, aberrant drug-related behaviors vary in seriousness. Clinicians should formulate a differential diagnosis 

when evaluating suspected aberrant drug-related behaviors (see Section 5).41 The response to aberrant drug-related 

behavior reflects a clinical judgment about its seriousness, its cause or causes, the likelihood that behaviors of this type 

will recur, and the clinical context. Although evidence to guide optimal management strategies is lacking, anecdotal 

experience of panel members suggests that patients who are not assessed as being at high risk and engage in a 

relatively nonserious aberrant behavior, such as one or two episodes of unauthorized opioid escalations, can often be 

managed with patient education and enhanced monitoring. Patients who are repeatedly nonadherent and patients who 
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engage in more serious aberrant behaviors (such as use of cocaine, use of unprescribed opioids, or obtaining opioids 

from multiple outside sources) may require consultation or referral (if not already done), major restructuring of therapy, 

and in many cases discontinuation of COT (see Section 7). In one study, four or more previous aberrant drug-related 

behaviors were a strong predictor of a current substance use disorder.35 Patients who report a subjective sense of losing 

control regarding opioid use may also require restructuring of therapy, as this may predict future aberrant drug-related 

behaviors.139 Patients who meet criteria for a substance use disorder should be referred for treatment of this serious 

comorbidity. 

Restructuring of therapy may include more frequent or intense monitoring strategies, temporary or permanent tapering of 

opioid doses, or the addition of psychological therapies or other nonopioid treatments. In patients with opioid addiction 

who require ongoing pain treatment and do not respond to nonopioid analgesic interventions, structured opioid agonist 

treatment with methadone or buprenorphine by a licensed program may be an appropriate option. COT must be 

discontinued in patients who are known to be diverting opioids or in those engaging in seriously aberrant behaviors (such 

as injecting an oral formulation). Patients whose COT is to be discontinued may require referral or consultation for 

assistance with opioid detoxification and management of withdrawal (see Section 7). 

7. Dose Escalations, High-Dose Opioid Therapy, Opioid Rotation, and Indications for Discontinuation of Therapy  

Recommendations  

 

7.1.When repeated dose escalations occur in patients on COT, clinicians should evaluate potential causes and reassess 

benefits relative to harms (strong recommendation, low-quality evidence). 

 

7.2.In patients who require relatively high doses of COT, clinicians should evaluate for unique opioid-related adverse 

effects, changes in health status, and adherence to the COT treatment plan on an ongoing basis, and consider more 

frequent follow-up visits (strong recommendation, low-quality evidence). 

 

7.3.Clinicians should consider opioid rotation when patients on COT experience intolerable adverse effects or inadequate 

benefit despite dose increases (weak recommendation, low-quality evidence). 

 

7.4.Clinicians should taper or wean patients off of COT who engage in repeated aberrant drug-related behaviors or drug 

abuse/diversion, experience no progress toward meeting therapeutic goals, or experience intolerable adverse effects 

(strong recommendation, low-quality evidence). 

 

Management of treatment-refractory patients on high doses of COT is challenging. Although progressively higher opioid 

doses may improve symptom control in some patients, repeated dose escalations can also be a marker for a substance 

use disorder or diversion. In some patients, repeated dose escalations may have limited utility because of adverse effects, 

the lack of incremental benefit with higher doses, or other factors. Theoretically, opioids have no maximum or ceiling 

dose, but there is little evidence to guide safe and effective prescribing at higher doses and there is no standardized 

definition for what constitutes a “high” dose. By panel consensus, a reasonable definition for high dose opioid therapy is 

>200 mg daily of oral morphine (or equivalent), based on maximum opioid doses studied in randomized trials42, 63 and 

average opioid doses observed in observational studies.105 Some studies suggest that hyperalgesia,1, 20 

neuroendocrinologic dysfunction,25, 70 and possibly immunosuppression113, 116 may be more likely at higher opioid 

doses, though more evidence is needed to define these risks, their relationship to dose, and their relationship to clinical 

outcomes. 

Clinicians should carefully reassess (see Section 5) all patients on COT who have repeated dose escalations. When 

opioid doses reach 200 mg daily of morphine (or equivalent), more frequent and intense monitoring is often appropriate, to 

sufficiently inform the decision to continue therapy or consider additional dose escalations. Opioid treatment may require 

restructuring (including weaning or discontinuation of COT) if assessments indicate reduced analgesia, function, or quality 

of life; aberrant drug-related behaviors; or the presence of intolerable adverse effects. 
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Opioid rotation (switching from one opioid to another opioid) is a potential strategy for patients on COT who experience 

intolerable adverse effects or inadequate benefit despite dose increases. The theory behind opioid rotation is based on 

concepts of incomplete cross-tolerance to the analgesic and nonanalgesic effects across opioids and a high degree of 

individual variation in response to different opioids. This could potentially lead to a better balance of benefits to harms 

when one opioid is changed to another.80, 108 However, well-designed studies that evaluate the benefits and harms of 

opioid rotation are lacking, and available studies in patients with CNCP show inconsistent results.38, 39, 40 There is also 

insufficient evidence to guide specific recommendations for performing opioid rotation. Dose conversion tables and 

rotation protocols are available102 and generally suggest that a switch to a new drug should be accompanied by a 

moderate (usually 25% to 50%) reduction in the calculated equianalgesic dose. However, this method does not apply to 

cases in which patients are being rotated to methadone (see Section 4). 

Patients should be tapered or weaned off COT when they engage in serious or repeated aberrant drug-related behaviors 

or diversion, experience intolerable adverse effects, or make no progress toward meeting therapeutic goals. Although 

there is insufficient evidence to guide specific recommendations on optimal strategies, a taper or wean can often be 

achieved in the outpatient setting in patients without severe medical or psychiatric comorbidities. When available, opioid 

detoxification in a rehabilitation setting (outpatient or inpatient) can be helpful, especially for patients unable to reduce 

their opioid dose in a less structured setting. When aberrant drug-related behaviors are a continuing issue, the clinician 

may need to enforce weaning efforts. If the aberrant behaviors are thought to be due to addiction, addiction treatment 

resources should be made available and continued follow-up arranged to provide both support for nonopioid pain 

management and to motivate the patient to seek treatment for addiction. 

Symptoms of opioid withdrawal can be very unpleasant, but are generally not life threatening. Approaches to weaning 

range from a slow 10% dose reduction per week to a more rapid 25% to 50% reduction every few days. Evidence to guide 

specific recommendations on the rate of reduction is lacking, though a slower rate may help reduce the unpleasant 

symptoms of opioid withdrawal.22, 109, 131 Factors that may influence the rate of reduction include the reason driving the 

decision to discontinue COT, presence of medical and psychiatric comorbidities, the starting dose, and the occurrence of 

withdrawal symptoms as the process is initiated. Anecdotal clinical experience of panel members suggests that at high 

doses (eg, over 200 mg/d of morphine or equivalent), the initial wean can be more rapid. The rate of dose reduction often 

must be slowed when relatively low daily doses, such as 60 to 80 mg daily of morphine (or equivalent), are reached, due 

to occurrence of more withdrawal symptoms. Patients weaned from COT because of lack of effectiveness may report 

improvements in well-being and function without any worsening in pain,3 though other patients may experience pain 

hypersensitivity during opioid withdrawal.1 Clinicians should continue to treat patients who are withdrawn from COT for 

their painful condition as well as for substance use or psychiatric disorders. 

8. Opioid-Related Adverse Effects  

Recommendation  

 

8.1.Clinicians should anticipate, identify, and treat common opioid-associated adverse effects (strong recommendation, 

moderate-quality evidence). 

 

An important goal of any COT management plan is to maintain a favorable balance of benefits relative to harms. 

Anticipation and treatment of opioid-associated adverse effects reduce the likelihood that patients will discontinue COT 

due to intolerable adverse effects, and may allow use of higher opioid doses if needed for uncontrolled pain. 

Constipation is one of the most common opioid-related adverse effects.86 Most patients develop some degree of 

constipation after opioid initiation or dose increases, and resolution of constipating effects of opioids often does not occur 

with continued exposure. In older adults or other patients with additional reasons to develop constipation, we recommend 

routinely considering initiation of a bowel regimen before the development of constipation. Though most evidence is 

anecdotal, bowel regimens including increased fluid and fiber intake, stool softeners, and laxatives are often effective. 

There is insufficient evidence to recommend oral opioid antagonists to prevent or treat opioid-induced bowel dysfunction 

in persons with CNCP, though randomized trials suggest some potential benefits over placebo.100, 137 
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Nausea or vomiting is another common opioid-associated adverse effect that tends to diminish over days or weeks of 

continued opioid exposure. A number of anti-emetic therapies, in both oral and rectal forms, are available to treat nausea 

or vomiting. 

Sedation or clouded mentation after opioid initiation also tends to wane over time. When initiating or changing doses of 

opioids, patients should be counseled about driving and work and home safety (see Section 10). In addition, patients 

should be counseled on effects and risks of concomitant exposure to other drugs and substances with sedating effects. 

There is insufficient evidence to recommend specific pharmacologic therapies for persistent opioid-related sedation. 

Chronic use of sustained-release oral opioids for CNCP was associated with hypogonadism and decreased levels of 

dehydroepiandrosterone sulfate in several cross-sectional studies.24, 25, 26 Patients should be tested for such hormonal 

deficiencies if they report symptoms consistent with their presence, such as decreased libido, sexual dysfunction, or 

fatigue. Insufficient evidence exists to recommend routine monitoring of asymptomatic patients on COT for CNCP for 

hormonal deficiencies, or to guide specific treatment approaches if a deficiency is identified. 

Other common opioid-related adverse effects include pruritus and myoclonus. Effective treatment strategies for either 

condition are largely anecdotal. Respiratory depression may occur when initial opioid doses are too high, opioids are 

titrated too rapidly, or opioids are combined with other drugs that are associated with respiratory depression or that may 

potentiate opioid-induced respiratory depression (such as benzodiazepines). Patients with sleep apnea or other 

underlying pulmonary conditions may be at higher risk for respiratory depression and opioids should be initiated and 

titrated carefully. 

9. Use of Psychotherapeutic Cointerventions  

Recommendation  

 

9.1.As CNCP is often a complex biopsychosocial condition, clinicians who prescribe COT should routinely integrate 

psychotherapeutic interventions, functional restoration, interdisciplinary therapy, and other adjunctive nonopioid therapies 

(strong recommendation, moderate-quality evidence). 

 

CNCP is often a complex condition that may involve biological, psychological, and environmental factors.88 When pain is 

accompanied by comorbidities, impaired function, or psychological disturbances, COT is likely to be most effective as part 

of multimodality treatment that addresses all of these domains. Clinicians should routinely integrate therapies that target 

the psychosocial and functional factors that contribute to or are affected by CNCP. 

Cognitive-behavioral therapy is the best-studied psychological therapy and is consistently shown to be effective for 

CNCP.56, 78, 87, 92, 133 It often focuses on helping patients cope with chronic pain to improve function. Other potentially 

beneficial psychological therapies include progressive relaxation, biofeedback, and other techniques.133 Functional 

restoration with specific behavioral interventions, pain education, and simulated or actual physical tasks in a supervised 

environment may enhance function and improve strength, endurance, flexibility, and cardiovascular fitness.121 

Interdisciplinary or multidisciplinary pain management approaches coordinate physical, vocational, or psychological 

components and are provided by at least two health care professionals with different clinical backgrounds, and may be the 

best method for providing multimodality therapy for the highly disabled CNCP patient.36, 53, 64 The intensity and content 

of interdisciplinary therapy varies widely, but most involve an exercise program and some type of psychological therapy. 

More intensive interdisciplinary programs tend to be more effective than less intensive programs.53 Barriers to obtaining 

interdisciplinary therapy include high costs, limited availability in the United States, and frequent lack of insurance 

coverage. In addition, patients are more likely to benefit if highly motivated to participate, because interdisciplinary 

rehabilitation generally requires a high degree of engagement and commitment of time and effort. 

10. Driving and Work Safety  

Recommendation  
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10.1.Clinicians should counsel patients on COT about transient or lasting cognitive impairment that may affect driving and 

work safety. Patients should be counseled not to drive or engage in potentially dangerous activities when impaired or if 

they describe or demonstrate signs of impairment (strong recommendation, low-quality evidence). 

 

Opioids may cause somnolence, clouded mentation, decreased concentration, and slower reflexes or incoordination, 

especially when initiating therapy, increasing doses, or when opioids are taken with other drugs or substances that affect 

the central nervous system.86, 101, 126 These effects could impair patients' abilities to drive or work safely. However, 

epidemiologic studies suggest that motor vehicle accidents, fatalities, and citations for impaired driving are not 

disproportionally associated with opioid use.32, 33 Other studies indicate that patients who initiate opioids or are on COT 

perform similarly to patients not on COT on standardized driving tests.13, 43, 45, 79, 117 Shortcomings of the evidence 

include a reliance on cross-study comparisons (eg, rates of opioid use in persons involved in motor vehicle accidents 

compared with estimates of opioid use in the general population), use of simulated and other controlled driving tests that 

may not completely mirror real-world driving conditions, and probable selection bias, as patients experiencing central 

nervous system opioid-related adverse effects are probably less likely to drive or to participate in studies that evaluate 

driving ability. No studies have evaluated the effects of COT on work safety. 

As a public health measure and for the individual patient's safety, clinicians should counsel all patients initially prescribed 

COT not to drive or engage in potentially dangerous work or other activities when impaired. Patients should be educated 

about the greater risk of impairment when starting opioid therapy, when increasing doses, and when taking other drugs or 

substances that may have central nervous effects, including alcohol. Clinicians should counsel patients not to drive or 

engage in potentially dangerous activities if they describe or demonstrate signs of impairment, and should refer to state 

laws regarding physician-reporting requirements to local authorities in these situations. In the absence of signs or 

symptoms of impairment, no evidence exists to suggest that patients maintained on COT should be restricted from driving 

or engaging in most work activities. Some studies suggest that COT may improve cognitive functioning due to better 

control of pain.61, 130 However, clinicians should be aware that certain professions (such as bus drivers and pilots) may 

be subject to additional regulations and laws regarding use of opioids. 

11. Identifying a Medical Home and When to Obtain Consultation  

Recommendations  

 

11.1.Patients on COT should identify a clinician who accepts primary responsibility for their overall medical care. This 

clinician may or may not prescribe COT, but should coordinate consultation and communication among all clinicians 

involved in the patient's care (strong recommendation, low-quality evidence). 

 

11.2.Clinicians should pursue consultation, including interdisciplinary pain management, when patients with CNCP may 

benefit from additional skills or resources that they cannot provide (strong recommendation, moderate-quality evidence). 

 

Studies show that patients do better when they have continuous access to a clinician who provides comprehensive care 

for the large majority of their health care needs and who coordinates care when the services of other health care 

professionals are needed.127 Having a clinician who accepts primary responsibility for their overall medical care is likely 

to be particularly important for patients with CNCP, as they use health care services more frequently122 and have more 

comorbidities136 than those without CNCP. US adults with a primary care clinician, rather than a specialist, as their main 

health care provider had 33% lower costs of care and were 19% less likely to die at a given age compared with a matched 

cohort, after adjusting for demographic and health characteristics.37 Having a primary care clinician is a powerful 

predictor of longevity.124 

The attributes of effective primary care were described recently in a model known as the patient-centered primary care 

medical home.99 With their multiple and complex health care needs, patients with CNCP require the coordinated and 

comprehensive services offered through a medical home. The medical home model does not necessarily require the 

primary care clinician to prescribe and monitor COT. In fact, patients with CNCP may need additional or special services 
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that may not be available in their medical home. In such cases, consultation with other professionals is essential. In 

particular, pain centers that provide access to an array of pain therapies and specialists trained to assess, prescribe, and 

monitor COT can be highly valuable. Nonetheless, the primary care clinician should continue to coordinate consultation 

and communication among all clinicians involved in the patient's treatment. 

12. Breakthrough Pain  

Recommendation  

 

12.1.In patients on around-the-clock COT with breakthrough pain, clinicians may consider as-needed opioids based upon 

an initial and ongoing analysis of therapeutic benefit versus risk (weak recommendation, low-quality evidence). 

 

Patients prescribed stable doses of around-the-clock COT for CNCP frequently experience periods of increased pain (ie, 

breakthrough pain).6, 106 Breakthrough pain (see Appendix B, Glossary) should be assessed separately from the 

baseline pain, and can be related to progression of the underlying condition, or a new or unrelated pain condition. 

Appropriate evaluation of breakthrough pain may require additional diagnostic testing, follow-up visits, or consultation in 

order to identify the etiology of the pain or the factors precipitating it. Management of breakthrough pain should include 

consideration of specific therapies directed at the cause of the pain or the precipitating factors, or nonspecific symptomatic 

therapies intended to lessen the impact of breakthrough pain when it occurs. 

There is insufficient evidence to guide recommendations regarding optimal treatment strategies for breakthrough pain in 

patients with CNCP. Limited evidence from short-term trials suggest that short-acting or rapid onset, as-needed opioids 

may be effective in this setting, but more studies are needed to evaluate the long-term benefits and harms of this strategy, 

and to compare effects of different short-acting or rapid onset opioids.104, 125 Clinicians should weigh carefully the 

potential benefits versus risks when considering the addition of an as-needed opioid for treatment of breakthrough pain, 

and consider both nonopioid drug therapies and nonpharmacologic treatments as other options. Although there is no 

evidence on the risk of aberrant drug-related behavior in relation to the availability of medication prescribed for 

breakthrough pain, it is reasonable to assume that access to a short-acting drug may increase the risk of such behavior in 

those already engaging in them or at high risk to do so. In patients at low risk for aberrant drug-related behaviors, a trial of 

an as-needed opioid with routine follow-up and monitoring may be a reasonable strategy. In patients at higher risk for 

aberrant drug-related behaviors, a trial of an as-needed opioid should only occur in conjunction with more frequent 

monitoring and follow-up. In all cases, clinicians should carefully assess for aberrant drug-related behaviors and progress 

toward meeting therapeutic goals, and periodically reassess relative benefits to risks of the as-needed opioid to make 

appropriate decisions regarding continuation of this therapy. 

13. Opioids in Pregnancy  

Recommendation  

 

13.1.Clinicians should counsel women of childbearing potential about the risks and benefits of COT during pregnancy and 

after delivery. Clinicians should encourage minimal or no use of COT during pregnancy, unless potential benefits 

outweigh risks. If COT is used during pregnancy, clinicians should be prepared to anticipate and manage risks to the 

patient and newborn (strong recommendation, low-quality evidence). 

 

Managing CNCP in pregnant women is challenging. COT in this setting affects at least two patients, one of whom (the 

fetus) is unable to consent to treatment. In addition, due to the paucity of research that has been done, or is likely to be 

done for ethical reasons, it is difficult to evaluate benefits and risks of COT in pregnancy. Most of the literature on 

pregnancy and opioids has focused on women in methadone maintenance treatment, or women who used opioids for 

analgesia during labor, rather than COT for CNCP. 

Although there are survey data that associate the use of COT during pregnancy with adverse newborn outcomes 

including low birth weight, premature birth, hypoxic-ischemic brain injury, and neonatal death,54 it is difficult to separate 

effects of opioid use from other maternal factors that may contribute to these adverse newborn outcomes.29 Other 
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neonatal complications associated with maternal opioid use include prolonged QT syndrome and opioid withdrawal 

syndrome. The risks of adverse neonatal outcomes may be lower when women are on methadone for chronic pain 

management rather than for opioid dependence treatment.123 Higher doses of antenatal methadone in tolerant mothers 

do not seem to increase complication rates.77 

Given potential risks of opioids during pregnancy, clinicians should counsel women about risks and benefits of COT and 

recommend minimal or no use of opioids unless potential benefits outweigh risks (eg, severe disabling pain only 

controllable with opioids). Clinicians who care for pregnant women on COT must be prepared to address the additional 

risks. While antenatal harms may be difficult to predict and prevent, opioid withdrawal can be expected in up to half of 

newborns of opioid-dependent mothers. If the mother is receiving COT at or near the time of delivery, a professional who 

is experienced in the management of neonatal withdrawal should be available. 

14. Opioid Policies  

Recommendation  

 

14.1.Clinicians should be aware of current federal and state laws, regulatory guidelines, and policy statements that govern 

the medical use of COT for CNCP (strong recommendation, low-quality evidence). 

 

Surveys show that clinicians have a poor or limited understanding of the laws, regulations, and other policies that govern 

the prescribing, dispensing, or administration of controlled substances, including opioid analgesics.46, 107 Little research 

has been conducted to determine the extent that clinicians' knowledge of policies impacts healthcare practice and patient 

care.47 However, clinicians are more vulnerable to regulatory investigation or discipline if they fail to comply with practice 

standards or regulations. Clinicians who prescribe COT for CNCP should be aware of the substantial policy changes that 

have occurred in recent years, and take steps to understand their responsibilities under federal and state laws, 

regulations, and other governmental policies that govern such practice. Resources are available to provide clinicians with 

information regarding opioid-prescribing policies in all 50 states and the District of Columbia.93, 94, 95 

Conclusions  

 

Use of COT for CNCP has been steadily increasing for 2 decades. Guidelines based on the best available evidence and 

developed by multidisciplinary panels of experts are critical for promoting the effective and safe use of COT for CNCP. 

Although evidence is limited, an expert panel convened by APS and AAPM concludes that COT can be an effective 

therapy for carefully selected and monitored patients with CNCP. However, opioids are also associated with potentially 

serious harms, including opioid-related adverse effects and outcomes related to the abuse potential of opioids. The 

guidelines presented in this document are based on the underlying assumption that safe and effective therapy requires 

clinical skills and knowledge in both the principles of opioid prescribing and on the assessment and management of risks 

associated with opioid abuse, addiction, and diversion. 

Although these guidelines are based on a systematic review of the evidence on COT for CNCP, the panel identified 

numerous research gaps. In fact, the panel did not rate any of its 25 recommendations as supported by high quality 

evidence. Only 4 recommendations were viewed as supported by even moderate quality evidence. Nonetheless, the 

panel came to unanimous consensus on almost all of its recommendations. Optimally balancing benefits and risks of COT 

for CNCP is dependent on careful patient evaluation and structuring of opioid therapy to accommodate identified risk, 

appropriate initiation and titration of COT, regular and comprehensive monitoring while on COT, and anticipation and 

management of opioid-related adverse effects. Other areas of strong consensus include recommendations to use 

therapies targeting psychosocial factors and to identify a medical home for all chronic pain patients. Critical research gaps 

are present in methods for providing informed consent, effective components of opioid management plans, balancing risks 

and benefits of high-dose opioid therapy, utility of opioid rotation, and treatment of breakthrough pain. More research is 

also needed on how policies that govern prescribing and use of COT affect clinical outcomes. 
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Appendix B.  

 

Glossary 

 

   

 Term Definition  

 Aberrant drug-

related behavior 

A behavior outside the boundaries of the agreed on treatment plan which is 

established as early as possible in the doctor-patient relationship.50 

 

 Abuse Any use of an illegal drug, or the intentional self-administration of a 

medication for a nonmedical purpose such as altering one's state of 

consciousness, for example, getting high.66 

 

 Addiction A primary, chronic, neurobiologic disease with genetic, psychosocial, and 

environmental factors influencing its development and manifestations. It is 

characterized by behaviors that include one or more of the following: 

impaired control over drug use, compulsive use, continued use despite harm, 

and craving.120 

 

 Breakthrough 

pain 

Transient or episodic exacerbation of pain that occurs in patients with pain 

that is otherwise considered stable but persistent81 

 

 Chronic opioid 

therapy 

Daily or near-daily use of opioids for at least 90 days, often indefinitely 

(adapted from Von Korff et al).135 

 

 Diversion The intentional transfer of a controlled substance from legitimate distribution 

and dispensing channels.66 

 

 Hyperalgesia An increased response to a stimulus which is normally painful.58  

 Misuse Use of a medication (for a medical purpose) other than as directed or as 

indicated, whether willful or unintentional, and whether harm results or not.66 

 

 Physical A state of adapation manifested by a drug class-specific withdrawal  
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 Term Definition  

dependence syndrome that can be produced by abrupt cessation, rapid dose reduction, 

decreasing blood level of the drug, and/or administration of an 

antagonist.120 

 Tolerance A state of adapation in which exposure to a drug induces changes that result 

in a diminution of one or more opioid effects over time.120 
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Grading Evidence and Recommendations (GRADE) 
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Risk Assessment Tool – Screener and Opioid Assessment for Patients with Pain (SOAPP) 
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Risk Assessment Tool – Opioid Risk Tool (ORT) 
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Risk Assessment Tool - Score Diagnosis, Intractability, Risk Efficacy (D.I.R.E.) 
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Sample Informed Consent form 
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Sample Medical Agreement 
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Monitoring Tool – Pain Assessment and Documentation Tool (PADT) 
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Monitoring Tool – Current Opioid Misuse Measure (COMM) 
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